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The quality of an image affects the performance of computer vision applications. The pres-
ence of haze often greatly depreciates the visual effect of images. It is a traditional and crit-
ical vision challenge to remove haze from a single image. This paper proposes a trainable
end-to-end de-hazing connectionist model with a special design. First, feature learning is
conducted using hierarchical convolutional layers with nested structures. Cascaded haze-
relevant tasks are then sequentially performed via a physics-driven sub-network. In partic-
ular, to break the assumption of a homogeneous atmosphere, a branch of the sub-network
estimates the scattering factor in the form of a two-dimensional tensor. Finally, a chro-
matic adaptation layer is proposed for color adjustment, which is often neglected in exist-
ing de-hazing methods. In addition, we integrate different training criteria based on the
characteristics of the haze-relevant variables in our model. For a fully actionable optimiza-
tion, an asynchronous learning paradigm is designed for the fusion of different de-hazing
tasks, and the joint model is further facilitated by a cyclic restoration. The effectiveness
of the proposed de-hazing model was verified via extensive experiments, and most results
of our method are remarkable.

� 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In hazy environments, the light reflected from scene points is scattered and absorbed by turbid media, such as suspended
particles and water droplets in the atmosphere. Meanwhile, the ambient light reflected from the atmospheric media
becomes considerably more intense than it should be. Such atmospheric phenomena often lead to degraded images with
low scene contrast and color fidelity, as shown by the hazy input in Fig. 1. When images are suffering from visual quality
degradation, most outdoor vision systems, e.g., surveillance and autonomous navigation, may fail to perform favorably. Thus,
it becomes highly desirable to develop effective approaches for image haze removal.

In research and applications, hazy images are described by attenuated and distorted visual characteristics. Convention-
ally, the visual features of a hazy image are improved via image enhancement. Various techniques, such as contrast restora-
tion [11] and saturation adjustment [24], have been devoted to this purpose. However, the performance of enhancement
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed de-hazing model. The shareable sub-net learns the representative features from the hazy input. The task sub-net (in the
gray region) is designed to recover haze-free images in a part-wise manner. Here, intermediate results depend on the previous steps. Then, LD; LT , and LJ are
the optimization objects for the supervised learning of scene distance, transmission map, and de-hazed image, respectively.
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methods is barely satisfactory since the degradation of hazy images is spatially variant. In other words, the problem with
haze removal is an ill-posed problem if the necessary spatial information is unknown. Some studies have addressed this
problem using multiple images or additional knowledge. For instance, an instant de-hazing method [32] can be used with
two independent images taken through a polarizer at different orientations. Similarly, another method [27] can be used with
multiple images taken from a scene under different weather conditions to obtain more constraints. In addition, user inputs
and 3D models can be used to provide rough scene depth for de-hazing tasks [20]. However, such information is not always
practically available; therefore, single image de-hazing methods have emerged as popular tools to attain high levels of per-
ceived quality.

Typically, considerable development in single image haze removal processes depends on stronger assumptions and pri-
ors. According to the empirical statistics on natural haze-free images, He et al. [13] found the well-known dark channel prior
(DCP), which defines dark pixels as the low intensity pixels in at least one color channel of each local region. The remarkable
advantage of DCP is that the dark pixel can directly infer the proportion of scene light captured by the camera. By applying
this prior to an image de-hazing model, high-quality haze-free results can be realized. For available scene structures, Zhu
et al. [45] introduced the color attenuation prior (CAP) into a linear model, which can estimate the spatially variant depth
using the difference between brightness and saturation. This prior provides a simple but powerful approach for building
the bridge between a hazy image and its unknown spatial information. In addition, the physically solid model related to color
lines promotes research findings on the intensity of scattered light [7]. In particular, through localized assumptions and glo-
bal image statistics, Sulami et al. [35] derived two procedures to recover the orientation and magnitude of the atmospheric
light. By adopting this method, several de-hazing works [1] have achieved favorable results since accurate atmospheric light
can avoid low brightness and over-saturation while maintaining color fidelity. Pioneering works demonstrate that the useful
haze-relevant information and heuristic cues can be acquired from a single hazy image. Based on this, one may attempt to
associate single image de-hazing work with deep learning methods. Recent developments regarding deep learning have
demonstrated that a deep connectionist model can automatically learn the representation of data with different levels of
abstraction. These deep representation learning methods have created an immense opportunity to improve the state-of-
the-art performance in various fields. In particular, there are many breakthroughs in image processing [30]. In fact, a few
deep learning methods have been proposed for single image haze removal and have achieved outstanding results due to fea-
ture representation learning, further discussed in the next section.

Despite the achievements and advancements, there are still a few problems in existing image de-hazing studies. First,
although the low and blurred visibility of scenes can be effectively addressed, the unbalanced color tends to be neglected.
Different from visibility degradation, the color cast problem is caused by two factors: 1) the absorption effect of the atmo-
spheric media leads to energy reduction in a certain color channel; 2) the airlight reflected from the turbid particles is often
blended in the incoming sight line. Consequently and inevitably, the de-hazed results have shifted scene colors, as shown by
the de-hazed result in Fig. 1. For more pleasing results, a haze removal method that can provide satisfactory color correction
should be developed. Second, existing de-hazing methods have a general assumption of homogeneous atmosphere
[13,35,45]. Therefore, the scattering coefficient of the atmosphere is uniform in a hazy image, and the attenuation is only
dependent on the scene depth. However, in most practical scenarios, the scattering effect often leads to random attenuation
since the scattering coefficient may vary at different positions. To improve the robustness with respect to random attenua-
tion, the de-hazing model should be able to describe the scattering amount as a function of both scene depth and scattering
coefficient, which are spatially variant. Finally, the relationships between haze-relevant variables have inherent rules, which
cannot be accurately expressed by the common activation functions used in neural networks. Moreover, de-hazing networks
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tend to be complex non-linear mappings with immense parameter sizes. To achieve better optimization, a well-established
paradigm can be adopted to pre-train the model parameters via auxiliary tasks or highly related training samples. This opti-
mization paradigm has been proven to be effective [3] since the pre-trained model can transfer useful information to the
target task. Based on the problems mentioned above, we focus on conducting further investigation into improving the visual
appeal of hazy images. Fig. 1 shows the entire de-hazing system proposed in this paper. More concretely, our work can be
summarized as follows.

(1) An innovative de-hazing neural model is proposed. In this model, the shareable sub-network is a holistically nested
structure for feature learning. The shareable features are propagated into the task sub-network, which is a down-
stream structure with cascaded network branches. This sub-network helps estimate haze-relevant variables, particu-
larly, the spatially variant scattering coefficient map. In addition, the neural model ends with a color constancy layer
(represented as CC in Fig. 1), which is employed to correct the shifted colors caused by atmospheric absorption.

(2) It is interesting that some imaging models in this field are differentiable during back propagation. Owing to this, we
use optical rules as viable alternatives of traditional non-linear activation functions. Thus, the proposed network is a
physics-driven model for haze removal. Moreover, this de-hazing system is designed as a multi-task optimization in
which each supervised criterion is a task-dependent term conditioned on an edge-aware regularizer.

(3) We demonstrate a reasonable learning paradigm to fuse different haze-relevant tasks in a unified connectionist model.
Moreover, a task of recurrent recovery for hazy observation is designed to reinforce the joint optimization. With the
cyclic restoration and fusion of learning patterns, this model achieves competitive performance for single image haze
removal.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic concepts related to our model. In Sec-
tion 3, we present the details of the proposed de-hazing method. In Section 4, comprehensive experiments are presented.
Finally, the conclusions and future works are discussed in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries

2.1. Hazy imaging model

In the field of computer vision, the atmospheric scattering model [28] has been employed in various de-hazing studies.
This imaging model is a linear superimposition of two components, i.e., scene radiance attenuation and airlight (ambient
light in the line of sight), as shown in Fig. 2. Mathematically, the model describes the formation of a hazy image as follows:
Fig. 2.
blue de
while a
is refer
IðxÞ ¼ JðxÞtðxÞ þ að1� tðxÞÞ; ð1Þ
where x indexes the location of a pixel, I denotes the hazy image intensity, a is the global atmospheric light, t refers to the
medium transmission, which represents the proportion of light that is not scattered via media and is captured by the camera,
and J is the scene radiance. Note that IðxÞ; JðxÞ, and a are vectors in R3 with one intensity value per color channel. The term
JðxÞtðxÞ is the direct attenuation describing the degradation of scene radiance, and the other term að1� tðxÞÞ is the airlight
Left: atmospheric scattering model. I is the hazy image, J is the haze-free image, t is the transmission, and a is the atmospheric light. red, green and
note the color channels. Right: illustration of the imaging in hazy environment. Transmission attenuation is the scene radiance decayed in media,
irlight is formed by the scattered light and results in the chromatic shift. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
red to the web version of this article.)
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caused by light scattering, which leads to scene color shift. According to Eq. (1), the haze-free scene radiance JðxÞ can be
restored by
JðxÞ ¼ IðxÞ � a
tðxÞ þ a: ð2Þ
Here, the haze removal of an image relies on the estimations of t and a. Based on the Lambert–Beer law [5], the light trav-
eling through transparent objects will be attenuated exponentially, thus tðxÞ can be formulated as
tðxÞ ¼ e�bdðxÞ ð3Þ

where d denotes the scene depth and b is the scattering coefficient of the atmosphere. Essentially, b is crucial for haze
removal. However, many de-hazing methods [13,35,45] assume that the atmosphere is homogeneous. Thus, for a given hazy
image, b is considered as a constant and the scene radiance is only degraded with respect to d, namely,
0 ¼ lim
dðxÞ!þ1

JðxÞtðxÞ: ð4Þ
When dðxÞ approaches infinity, tðxÞ theoretically goes to zero and the atmospheric light a approximately equals to IðxÞ.
However, this is an ideal case for estimating the atmospheric light. In practice, an alternative way is to predict it accdfording
to the low value t0 in the transmission map [13], i.e.,
a ¼ max
y2fxjtðxÞ6t0g

IðyÞ: ð5Þ
Here, y is a pixel location on which the intensity value approximates the atmospheric light. In the natural appearance of a
hazy image, scene radiance is impacted by two main factors. Besides the scattering effect mentioned above, the light atten-
uation also results from absorption, which is modeled as a function of both scene distance and wavelength. As a result, the
image chrominance tends to have sharp changes.

A popular approach for color correction is white balancing, which has a large number of available variants [6]. In partic-
ular, Finlayson et al. [8] proposed a Shades-of-Grey method to calculate the scene illumination of each channel through the
Minkowski p-norm. When p is 1, this method is a special case of the Gray-World, and when p tends to infinity, it behaves in a
manner similar to the White-Patch hypothesis [6]. Finlayson et al. also went a step further to investigate a light-weight color
constancy approach, which yields comparative results with complicated white balancing algorithms, e.g., the image
statistics-based method [9]. Furthermore, Gijsenij et al. [18] proposed a color constancy method based on the Grey-Edge
hypothesis that is similar to Shades-of-Grey, and this method can be formulated via the extended form of the Minkowski
p-norm. Limare et al. [23] proposed the simplest white balancing algorithm in which a naive color correction is conducted
using a pixel-wise affine transformation, i.e.,
f ðJcðxÞÞ ¼ ðJcðxÞ � VminÞ � ðJcðxÞmax � JcðxÞminÞ
Vmax � Vmin

þ JcðxÞmin; ð6Þ
where c 2 fred; green; blueg is the channel index, JcðxÞmax and JcðxÞmin denote the highest and lowest values, respectively, in
one channel with size N;Vmin and Vmax are values taken at positions N � s1 and N � ð1� s2Þ � 1, respectively, from an ascend-
ing sequence of all pixel values in this channel, and s1; s2 2 ½0;1� denote the saturation levels. The pixels with JcðxÞ 6 Vmin

(resp. JcðxÞ P Vmax) are then updated as Vmin (resp. Vmax).
Based on the aforementioned imaging models, we design a deep joint neural network for single image haze removal.

Without any assumption or prior, this method can independently learn how to estimate the unknown variables related to
the de-hazing work. Different from most existing works, our method models the scattering coefficient as a spatial variable
rather than a single constant. Moreover, our method can perform chromatic adaptation for some extreme cases via color
shift. To this end, we develop the neural model by incorporating a few special designs, described in Section 3.

2.2. Relevant deep learning based works

In the last decade, tremendous efforts have been made in the field of deep learning, which has experienced continuous
development in a wide range of applications, e.g., computer vision [29], natural language processing [41], and graph data
[39,40]. In this section, we will first review a deep neural structure related to our proposed model, then introduce the haze
removal methods based on deep learning.

With regard to deep structure, a remarkable model is the convolutional neural network (CNN), which considers the
shared local connection and pooling kernel as the fundamental processing units for computational layers. The initial CNN
was proposed as a viable alternative to hand-crafted features in image recognition [4]. Following this idea of feature learning,
various convolutional structures have been proposed in the past few years. In particular, GoogLeNet emerged as an impor-
tant member in the family of CNNs due to its convincing performance in the classification challenge of 2014 ILSVRC [36]. An
interesting observation is that the number of parameters in GoogLeNet is considerably smaller compared with those in its
predecessor AlexNet [21] and its concurrent competitor VGGNet [34]. These compelling characteristics of GoogLeNet benefit
from one architectural innovation, i.e., the inception structure, which conducts multiple convolutional operations with dif-
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ferent filter bank sizes, and in the end concatenates highly correlated neurons. In the multi-scale processing, a technique of
dimension reduction is employed to maintain the computational budget constant. According to several principles of archi-
tecture design, inception-style models and their variants further spur research on high-performance CNNs [37].

Recently, some CNN-based methods have been proposed for image haze removal. Cai et al. [2] proposed an early relevant
work, i.e., DehazeNet, which is used to learn the mapping relationship between a hazy image and its associated medium
transmission map. Different from classical CNNs, DehazeNet has a special structural design. In particular, the first convolu-
tional layer with a max-out unit can simulate different types of filters, such as the opposite, round, and all-pass filters. The
next layer is an inception-style model for the fusion of multi-scale features. Owing to the crafted structural design, Dehaze-
Net can effectively learn haze-relevant knowledge, e.g., the dark channel feature, maximum contrast, color attenuation, and
hue disparity, which are useful for estimating the transmission. Subsequently, the estimation result is refined by the guided
filter [14], and the haze-free image is recovered via traditional atmospheric models as mentioned in the previous section. For
an end-to-end haze removal model, Zhang et al. [43] proposed a densely connected pyramid de-hazing network (DCPDN).
The framework of DCPDN can be divided into two sub-models, i.e., a generative model and an adversarial model [10]. The
generative model is formed by two parallel encoder–decoder networks to obtain a haze-free image. The adversarial model
is a discriminator for evaluating the generative results. Benefiting from the generative-adversarial framework, DCPDN can
utilize the pixel-, feature-, and symbol-level information to improve performance. In addition, the motivation of cross-
layer concatenation roots in the dense convolutional network [15] can facilitate the gradient backpropagation while maxi-
mizing the feature reuse. Ren et al. [31] proposed another end-to-end trainable model called a gated fusion network (GFN).
This model comprises an encoder and a decoder. For more contextual information in larger spatial regions, dilation convo-
lution [42] is adopted to expand the receptive field in the layers of the encoder block. Through the deconvolutional layers of
the decoder, three confidence maps are learned for the gated fusion of three enhanced versions derived from the raw hazy
image, and then the combination result yields the haze-free outcome. The gating operation is an effective strategy of image
fusion that can preserve the high-quality visual regions while reducing patch-based artifacts.
3. Proposed de-hazing model

The proposed de-hazing model is a single and unified network that incorporates an atmospheric scattering model and
color correction using activation functions and empirical criteria specialized for de-hazing problems. Moreover, this model
is a fully convolutional inception structure [36] composed of two sub-networks. The first one is designed for representative
learning based on multi-pipeline feature fusion, and the second one is a cascaded CNN for characteristic learning of hetero-
geneous but related haze removal tasks. Additionally, a cyclic restoration loss facilitates the joint optimization of different
de-hazing tasks.
3.1. Sub-network for representative learning

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the first 16 shareable convolutional blocks construct the representative model, which involves two
hierarchical feature in-networks. On the bottom-up pathway, the feature maps are proportionally scaled with a fixed scaling
Fig. 3. Illustration of representative network. (a) shows the nested structure with down-sampling, up-sampling, and lateral connection. X0 is the hazy
input, and Xshare is the learned features shared for the vision tasks. (b) is the inception block with two convolutional architectures. The first layer comprises
1� 1 convolution, and the filters in the second layer have different kernel sizes.
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step of 2. In particular, the layers with the same hierarchy level are defined as a network stage in which a convolution block,
i.e., /ðXÞ, is defined as
Table 1
Compar
adopts
time co

Struc

Naiv
Incep
/ðXÞ ¼ ½dðXÞ; sr1 ðXÞ; sr2 ðXÞ; sr3 ðXÞ�; ð7Þ

where
dðXÞ ¼ nðW1�1 � XÞ; ð8Þ

and
srðXÞ ¼ nðWr�r � dðXÞÞ: ð9Þ

In Eqs. (7)–(9), X is the input feature map, Wr�r denotes the convolution kernel with size of r � r; ½�� represents a concate-

nation operation, � is a convolutional operation, and n is the batch normalization [17] followed by a rectified linear unit [26].
The resolution of each dimension in the top stage is one-sixteenth of that in the input observation, and the top stage outputs
the highest-level semantic features in this down-sampling in-network. Contrarily, fractionally strided poolings are employed
to recover the original resolution of the input image. Despite being semantically stronger, the feature maps become spatially
coarser from the top to the bottom. For more exact activations and locations, these coarser-resolution maps are enhanced via
lateral connections, each of which merges features with the same spatial size from the top-down or bottom-up direction.
One lateral connection in the up-sampling in-network can be defined as
X8þi ¼ upðX7þiÞ � /ð/ðX8�iÞÞ; ð10Þ

where � denotes the element-wise addition, the subscript of X indexes the layer (i ¼ 2;4;6;8), upð�Þ doubles the size of the
feature map, and X0 ¼ I is the hazy observation. The output X16 directly leads to a block artifact in the desired results. To
remove the aliasing effect caused by up-sampling, a 3� 3 convolution layer followed by a 1� 1 convolution kernel is
appended at the end of the last stage. The final feature representation for the hazy image can thus be given as
Xshare ¼ dðnðW3�3 � X16ÞÞ: ð11Þ

This sub-network fuses together differing semantic knowledge frommulti-scale receptive fields via the holistically nested

architecture (i.e., these separate pipelines), which leverages more context.
Meanwhile, the computational complexity of our model can be significantly decreased using the inception structure as a

basic block. The time and spatial complexities of one convolution are well known to be described as Oðwh � r2 � nin � noutÞ and
Oðr2 � nin � nout þwh � noutÞ, respectively, where wh is the spatial dimension and nin and nout denote the numbers of input and
output maps, respectively. An example in Table 1 clearly compares an inception structure with its naive structure. Besides
the additional 1� 1 convolution, the other convolutions in an inception structure have the same setting as those in the naive
structure. When the input and output are fixed, the computational complexity of the naive structure is roughly seven times
as expensive as that of the inception structure. The main reason of complexity reduction in inception structures is that the
additional 1� 1 convolution scales down the input channels of the 3� 3; 5� 5, and 11� 11 convolutions. Through stacking
several similar inception blocks, the time and spatial complexities of this holistically nested architecture are 28 billion
floating-point operations in number of multiply–adds (FLOPS) and 5.6M parameters, respectively.

3.2. Sub-network for cascaded multi-task

Single image haze removal is an ill-posed problem since a haze-free scenario may be connected to multifarious hazy envi-
ronments. Moreover, when presented with heavy haze, this connection will be more ambiguous since the fine details of
scene have little evidence in the corresponding hazy versions. According to Eq. (2), this problem can become well posed
as long as the relevant spatial variables have been acquired. Hence, we present a cascaded sub-network that can restore
the scene radiance using Eq. (2). As illustrated by the gray framework in Fig. 1, this sub-network consists of several task-
dependent branches. By taking the shareable feature Xshare as input, the prediction of the first branch can be formulated as
D ¼ nðWr�r � XshareÞ; ð12Þ
ison between an inception structure and its naive structure. The input size and output size are represented as width� height � channel. The inception
the structure shown by Fig. 2(b), and r1 ¼ 3; r2 ¼ 5, and r3 ¼ 11. params denotes the spatial complexity in terms of the parameter size, and ops is the
mplexity in terms of the floating-point operation. M and B are the abbreviations for million and billion, respectively.

ture Input size #1� 1 #1� 1
reduce

#3� 3 #1� 1
reduce

#3� 3 #1� 1
reduce

#11� 11 Output size params ops

e 52� 52� 256 32 – 64 – 64 – 64 52� 52� 224 2.5M 6.8B
tion 52� 52� 256 32 32 64 32 64 32 64 52� 52� 224 0.35M 0.95B
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where D is the scene depth map with single channel, W is to match the depth in practice, r � r indicates the dimension of
each kernel in this branch, and nð�Þ limits the output in the range of ½0;1Þ. Subsequently, Xshare and D are simultaneously
propagated into the next branch that outputs the atmosphere scattering coefficient as
B ¼ nðWr�r � ½D;Xshare�Þ; ð13Þ

where B is the scattering coefficient map, i.e., BðxÞ is the single scattering value at pixel x, and the concatenation ½�� provides
diverse-level inputs that can facilitate the position-wise alignment between variables, i.e., D and the scattering coefficient
map B. Without the assumption of homogeneous atmosphere in local or whole observation, this branch aims at a random
distribution of the haze thickness. Consequently, the output B can present a more natural visibility degradation that tends
to vary at different positions. Based on the outputs of the first two branches, the medium transmission map can be obtained
as
T ¼ eð�B�DÞ; ð14Þ

where � denotes the element-wise multiplication and Eq. (3) is used as the nonlinear activation function. The relationship
between T and the two spatial variants, namely B and D, is then developed. Subsequently, the following branch focuses on
the estimation of the atmospheric light. In particular, a three-channel map is first calculated by
Ac ¼ nðWr�r � ½T;X0;Xshare�Þ; c 2 fred; green; blueg ð15Þ

where Ac is a set of candidates for the atmospheric light value in the c channel and X0 is the hazy observation. The final out-
put of this branch is then the pooled response to each map in A, i.e.,
ac ¼ 1
wh

X

x

AcðxÞ: ð16Þ
The 3-dimensional vector a ¼ ðared;agreen;ablueÞ is the estimated global atmospheric light across all color channels. With
the intermediate results T and a, this sub-network can recover a clean image through
J ¼ X0 � a
T

þ a; ð17Þ
where the activation function roots from Eq. (2). Finally, to further correct the color shift, a white balancing layer is proposed
as
wbðJÞ ¼ f ðBReLUðJÞÞ ð18Þ

where BReLU is a bilateral restraint function: JðxÞ ! minðmaxðJðxÞ;VminÞ;VmaxÞ. We can use this function to restrict pixel val-
ues into the range of ½Vmin;Vmax�. As mentioned in Section 2.1, Vmin and Vmax are the lower and upper bounds derived from the
sorted pixels of J, and f ð�Þ is the affine transformation for color correction. Similar to Eqs. (14) and (17), wbð�Þ is a specialized
activation function that can represent inherent characteristics of the relationships in the current task. Finally, wbðJÞ is the
haze-free output of this sub-network.

3.3. Optimization of the proposed network

As discussed above, the proposed de-hazing model is a multi-task learning system. However, it is difficult to simultane-
ously learn related but different tasks. For pragmatic training, a three-stage alternating optimization is adopted. In the first
stage, the model is initialized with random parameters; we then train the shareable sub-network and the branch of D by
minimizing the following loss.
LD ¼ l@ðD;D0Þ þ lGðD;D0Þ ð19Þ

where D0 is the expected scene depth, l@ð�Þ is an empirical criterion to adjust the prediction result, and lGð�Þ is an edge-
preserving regularization. In particular, l@ð�Þ is the scale-invariant loss that can be defined as
l@ðD;D0Þ ¼ 1

ðnwhÞ2
X

x;y

ððlogDðxÞ � logDðyÞÞ � ðlogD0ðxÞ � logD0ðyÞÞÞ2 ¼ 1
nwh

X

x

@2
x �

1

ðnwhÞ2
X

x;y

@x@y; ð20Þ
where n is the number of channels and @x ¼ logDðxÞ � logD0ðxÞ is the difference in log space. From the first view, l@ð�Þ ensures
that the relation between a pair of elements in D is the same as that of the pair at the corresponding locations in D0. In con-
trast, it is difficult to predict D in an element-wise way, thus Eq. (20) allows a set of solutions with l@ð�Þ ¼ 0 in which case, @x

becomes the constant @̂ and D ¼ e@̂D0.
Since the regularization term is to penalize higher loss in the edge regions, lGð�Þ can be defined as
lGðD;D0Þ ¼ 1
nwh

ðkGvðDÞ � GvðD0ÞkF þ kGhðDÞ � GhðD0ÞkFÞ; ð21Þ
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where Gv and Gh are the gradient operators along vertical and horizontal directions, and F is the Frobenius norm. Under the
constraint of lGð�Þ, several details of object edges with higher gradients can be retained.

In the second stage, at early steps we truncate the gradient propagation of the depth branch and train the next branch of
scattering coefficient via the optimization item
Fig. 4.
differen
LT ¼ lhðT; T 0Þ þ lGðT; T 0Þ: ð22Þ

The empirical criterion lhð�Þ focuses on structural differences from three aspects [38]: Luminance (U), Contrast (C), and

Structure (S), which can be represented as follows:
UðT; T 0Þ ¼ 2lTlT 0 þ e1
l2

T þ l2
T 0 þ e1

; CðT; T 0Þ ¼ 2rTrT 0 þ e2
r2

T þ r2
T 0 þ e2

; SðT; T 0Þ ¼ rT T 0 þ e3
rTrT 0 þ e3

; ð23Þ
where lT and lT 0 are the mean signal intensities, rT and rT 0 are the standard deviations, and rT T 0 refers to the covariance. The
non-negative constants e1; e2, and e3 are included to avoid division by zero, and we set e2 ¼ 2e3. Thus, the comprehensive
empirical criterion (illustrated in Fig. 4) can be defined as
lhðT; T 0Þ ¼ 1� UðT; T 0ÞCðT; T 0ÞSðT; T 0Þ ¼ 1� ð2lTlT 0 þ e1Þð2rTrT 0 þ e2Þ
ðl2

T þ l2
T 0 þ e1Þðr2

T þ r2
T 0 þ e2Þ : ð24Þ
Evidently, B’s behavior can tend toward the unknown scattering coefficient map when T and D are perfect. Thus, the
learning driven by Eqs. (19) and (22) facilitates the unsupervised optimization of B. Moreover, in the case of @̂ – 0;B can

be a scalar, which equals to the true scattering coefficient map multiplied by e�@̂ . Thus, the unsupervised optimization of
B can compensate the imperfect cases in Eq. (20). The final step in this stage then aims to fine-tune these layers including
shareable convolutions: branches of D and B.

In the last stage, we first freeze the branches with respect to D and B, and just optimize the branch of a, which can be
learned in the manner similar to the learning of B when minimizing the distance between J and the ground-truth image
J0, i.e.,
LJ ¼ lhðJ; J0Þ þ lGðJ; J0Þ: ð25Þ

We then develop a cyclic restoration loss to reinforce the performance of the joint optimization regarding the three

abovementioned branches, such loss can be described as
LI ¼ lhðJ0T þ að1� TÞ;X0Þ: ð26Þ

Further, the final output wbðJÞ is optimized by a perceptual loss, which is a popular approach to maintain the salient fea-

tures of an image. A comparison is shown in Fig. 5, where the differences in detail are significant. Concretely, this perceptual
discrepancy can be described as
LP ¼ lqðwbðJÞ; J0Þ ð27Þ
where the error metric lqð�Þ is
lqðJ; J0Þ ¼ 1
nwh

kujðJÞ �ujðJ0ÞkF : ð28Þ
Here, ujðJÞ is the output of the jth layer in the perceptual network u for J. Same as the work proposed by Johnson et al.
[19], the perceptual network is the VGG net [34] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset.
Diagram of the image characteristic measurement. The restrictive signal IS and its ground truth GT are taken part in the calculation of structural
ces lhð�Þ with respect to the luminance UðIS;GTÞ, contrast CðIS;GTÞ, and structure SðIS;GTÞ.



Fig. 5. Comparison of salient perceptual information. Left: the hazy image (in blue frame) and its de-hazed result (in red frame). Right: the feature maps of
the hazy image (in blue frames) and the corresponding maps of the de-hazed image (in red frames). All features are extracted from the pool3 layer of the
trained VGG network. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Experiments

In this section, comprehensive experiments conducted on artificial and natural hazy images are discussed. The optimiza-
tion method for the proposed connectionist model is a momentum optimizer, with the momentum set as 0.9, the initial
learning rate as 0.0125, and the decay factor as 0.1. Moreover, the saturation levels s1 and s2 are set to 0.5%. The implemen-
tation of the proposed de-hazing model is conducted on Python3.5, TensorFlow1.8, GeForce GTX TITAN with 12 GB RAM.
4.1. Training data preparation

Since pairs of haze and haze-free images from natural scenes are not extensively available, it is necessary to synthesize
hazy images to train the deep neural model. To this end, we developed our training data based on a depth image dataset
named MegaDepth [22], which contains several color images and depth map pairs. The authors of MegaDepth employed
a few effective techniques, e.g., data cleaning and semantic segmentation, to address the common problems caused by noise
and unreconstructable objects. Thus, the examples in MegaDepth have high-quality depth information. A few examples are
shown in Fig. 6. Based on the depth maps, we generate twenty different transmission maps by using Eq. (3) in which b is a
random value within [0.1, 0.9]. The corresponding hazy images are then synthesized via Eq. (1) in which a is a random value
within [0.5, 1.1]. To augment the size of the training data, five patches are cropped from each hazy image along with the
corresponding ground truth, depth, and transmission. As a result, there are a total of 349,200 cells (I; J; D; T) in the training
dataset. We demonstrate the training loss of independent stages in Fig. 7. Through the mean and variance of multiple inde-
pendent repetitions, one can note that the model is not sensitive to the initialization.
Fig. 6. Images with their depth maps. The top images are used in the training dataset, and the bottom pairs are some examples from the evaluation dataset.
For all depth maps, the regions close to camera are marked in blue, whereas the yellow regions are far from the camera. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 7. Average training loss and variance of independent stages in the alternating optimization. Each optimization is repeated by adopting three different
initializations. The top lines are training loss curves, and the bottom lines reflect the variance. The blue line is the first stage for depth estimation, the orange
line is the second stage training process of the transmission map, and the green line is the last stage for image restoration. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4.2. Evaluation on synthetic dataset

In this part, the proposed de-hazing model is compared with several state-of-the-art haze removal methods that we
denote as DCP [13], CAP [45], ATM [35], DHN [2], DCPDN [43], and GFN [31]. We evaluate these methods on a synthetic data-
set generated from the NYU-depth2 dataset [33] including 1449 stereo images (see Fig. 6 for some examples).

To quantitatively assess these de-hazed results, three evaluation criteria, i.e., structural similarity (SSIM) [38], peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [16], and feature similarity (FSIMc) [44], are employed to measure the difference between
the de-hazed result and the corresponding ground truth image. For SSIM and FSIMc, a value close to 1.0 indicates a perfect
performance, as for PSNR, a higher value means a better image reconstruction result. The comparison results are reported in
Table 2. Our method can obtain higher SSIM and PSNR, demonstrating that it achieves favorable characteristic-level and
pixel-level similarities. Regarding FSIMc, DHN obtains the best score, while the results of our method, DCPDN, and GFN
are similar. Higher results on FSIMc indicate that data-driven models can retain crucial information regarding salient fea-
tures reflecting human perception. In addition, we compared this model with its simplified version (denoted as Simple in
Table 2. Relative to the original model, the representative learning network in the simplified model has fewer layers. To this
end, one convolution block is cut in each network stage, and in the end, eight blocks are retained. This comparison demon-
strates that the deeper network can achieve a better performance. The de-hazing work can be considered as image restora-
tion, which is an ill-posed problem; multiple complex non-linear regressions are conducted in our model. To fit these tasks, a
deep network is necessary, because a deep neural network tends to have a better ability to mutually promote the learning of
such regression tasks, and we use the lateral connection to compensate the spatial loss in deep features. In any case, this
connection is similar to the skip connection in the residual structure, which can facilitate gradient propagation from deep
layers to shallow layers. Therefore, when going deeper, the network with such a connection can avoid some factors leading
to performance decline.

4.3. Evaluation on natural hazy images

In this section, we will investigate the performances of the aforementioned methods on different practical hazy scenes,
which are obtained from existing publications. The visual comparisons of different de-hazed results are shown in Fig. 9. DCP
achieves several appealing results; however, it tends to poorly handle the sky region and certain scene objects (see b-9, b-16,
and b-17). The reason is that DCP may underestimate the transmission when the brightness of such a region is similar to the
atmospheric light. Moreover, a halo is observed at the position with depth change (see b-11) since the estimation in a local
Table 2
Comparison of evaluation datasets. Three full reference assessments, i.e., SSIM, PSNR, and FSIMc, are used to measure the performances of different de-hazing
methods. Each value is the average result of 1449 pairs of de-hazed/ground truth images.

Methods ATM CAP DCP DHN DCPDN GFN Simple Ours

SSIM 0.6426 0.6616 0.7238 0.7221 0.7082 0.7465 0.7399 0.7604
PSNR 13.92 16.40 17.61 15.79 14.99 17.45 16.31 17.95
FSIMc 0.8598 0.8953 0.8978 0.9147 0.9038 0.9013 0.9033 0.9140

For each assessment measure, the bold value represesnts the best performance.



Fig. 8. Box plot of BIQI and GVL. The red line is the median value, the horizontal edges of the blue box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers
extend to the most extreme data points, and the outliers are plotted individually. All abbreviations of de-hazing methods are list at the lateral axis. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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image patch is prone to be the transmission value of the near objects. Compared with DCP, the proposed method can retain
the characteristics of the sky region. This advantage can be attributed to the optimization tasks regarding structural differ-
ences and perceptual loss. The structural differences can effectively reflect the visual deviation through pixel-level statistical
characteristics. In contrast, the perceptual optimization inherently emphasizes semantic and texture similarities based on
high-level feature representations. Under the joint constraint of structural and perceptual differences, when image distortion
happens, visibility errors will be captured, and a larger error will penalize such failure cases. According to the principle of
minimizing the penalty value, we can obtain an error-sensitive model that encourages reliable reconstruction in feature
and pixel levels. In addition, the proposed method is robustly resistant to drastic changes of scene distance. This advantage
mainly depends on the loss term in Eq. (19) that makes the de-hazing model aware of depth. Furthermore, our model con-
ducts the prediction in an element-wise manner without the assumption of a homogeneous atmosphere in a local image
patch. Thus, it is unnecessary to share the same prediction result with adjacent pixels. Similarly, CAP is an advanced model
for depth estimation; however, its robustness is generally affected by a manually obtained value of the scattering coefficient
in implementation. For ATM, some results are over-saturated, and it is sensitive to the white region (see c-16). With regard to
deep learning methods (i.e., DHN, GFN, DCPDN, and Ours), our model exhibits a more robust performance in most cases. This
advantage mainly benefits from the multi-task learning that has been proven to be effective in several computer vision prob-
lems. In particular, the proposed method simulates the atmospheric model to restore the haze-free image based on some
crucial relevant variables. To this end, we adopt the three-stage alternating optimization, and each stage facilitates its fol-
lowing optimization task. Thus, a complex non-linear regression can be implemented in a task-wise manner, and in the joint
optimization, multiple tasks can be learned in a mutually reinforced manner. In addition, another benefit comes from the
representative network that can enhance the coarser-resolution maps via lateral connections; consequently, high-quality
features can be utilized by the multi-task learning. Finally, through visual inspection, one can note that the proposed model
achieves better results in terms of color correction (see h22-26), which benefits from the design of the white balancing layer.

To quantify human visual perception regarding these de-hazing results, blind image quality index (BIQI) [25] is used as a
reference-free criterion. The lowest score of BIQI stands for the best visual effect of an image without blockness, blur, corner
outliers, and noise. The quantitative comparisons are reported in Fig. 8 and Table 3. The proposed method and DCP obtain
superior scores, whereas DCP has higher median and mean values than our method due to the distortion on sky region and
the failure on color correction.

Furthermore, we employ the geometric mean ratios of visibility level (GVL) [12] to assess the periodic patterns and tex-
tures, which convey crucial visibility information. Theoretically, a higher GVL reflects that more details have been identified.
Fig. 8 and Table 3 report the results. Compared with other de-hazing methods, our model obtains a better GVL score, which
indicates a favorable performance on image visibility improvement. Besides the abovementioned perceptual loss and struc-
tural differences, the edge-aware regularizer plays an important role in this advantage. This regularizer defines the average
gradient distance that can represent the detail loss in the restored image. By minimizing such loss, an edge-preserving tech-
nique can be developed in our de-hazing model.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a single image haze removal model based on the deep joint neural network, in which different
but related vision tasks are sequentially performed to realize de-hazing. Two sub-networks of our model make significant
contributions to representative and task-driven learning. Representative learning is realized using the first sub-network with
a holistically nested structure, and the learned features are then shared by the following haze-relevant tasks (i.e., estimations
of scene depth, atmosphere scattering coefficient, medium transmission, restoration of the haze-free image, and correction



Fig. 9. De-hazed results on natural images: (a) hazy image, (b) DCP, (c) ATM, (d) CAP, (e) DCPDN, (f) GFN, (g) DHN and (h) Ours.
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Table 3
Comparison of natural hazy images. Two no reference assessments, i.e., BIQI and GVL, are used to reflect the image quality. Each value is the average result on
26 de-hazed images. Typically, a higher GVL and lower BIQI indicate a better de-hazed result.

Methods ATM CAP DCP DHN DCPDN GFN Ours

BIQI 31.37 32.60 29.01 31.62 37.46 31.99 27.98
GVL 1.368 1.187 1.928 1.232 0.917 1.671 2.070

For each assessment measure, the bold value represesnts the best performance.

Fig. 9 (continued)
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of shifted colors), which are implemented using cascaded branches and task-specific activation functions in the second sub-
network. To optimize the proposed model, a three-stage training technique is adopted for the multi-task learning, and dif-
ferent learning patterns are incorporated into this technique. In addition, a cyclic restoration loss is designed to reinforce the
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joint optimization. Comprehensive experiments have been conducted on synthetic and natural hazy images, and the de-
hazed results are evaluated by several popular full-reference and no-reference assessments. By comparing state-of-the-art
de-hazing methods and the proposed model, the latter is revealed to have impressive vision appeal in most cases and the
effectiveness of this model is verified. In the future, we will focus on combining the proposed de-hazing method with other
computer vision applications, such as object detection and semantic segmentation, which have a strong demand for images
with high visual quality.
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